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The Blitzer Algebra Series combines mathematical accuracy with an engaging, friendly, and often

fun presentation for maximum appeal. Blitzerâ€™s personality shows in his writing, as he draws

readers into the material through relevant and thought-provoking applications. Every Blitzer page is

interesting and relevant, ensuring that students will actually use their textbook to achieve success!
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It's Algebra. It's my third try at Algebra 2. Both previous times I did it online using MyMathLab and

failed both. This time I'm taking it in person using this book, and so far it's a big help. Clear

descriptions, lots of practice problems.Still, it's Algebra. I'd rather read Ulysses.The rental price was

GREAT though.

I find it quite ridiculous that a textbook is not available for Windows 8. The way the navigation is set

up for the basic Windows Kindle app is clunky, cumbersome, and not at all intuitive. The only

advantage I see over the version I rented for much less through another service is clarity of text.

Granted that advantage is HUGE, make or break status; but for as long as  has been doing this and

as long as touchscreen tech has been around, and how long the Windows 8 version of Kindle has

been around my mind is blown that we still have compatibility issues.Some issues resolved, some

issues remain.



The description, and what I payed for, was that I would get the hardcover text book AND access to

Pearson my mathlab kit. Got the textbook but was unable to use my mathlab. I have to return the

book because it is of no use to me if I can't use the online access code. I'm already weeks into my

semester and now I will be behind. I have to turn homework in by certain dates and because of this I

had to buy the access code for $90! Not happy. Don't buy from here.

Your MA teacher will tell you to buy this because it has a code to access MyMathLab but this book

does not.It is utterly useless and not worth the extreme asking price.

Doesn't explain how to do the more difficult problems. I suggest purchasing the solutions book to go

along with this, so you can see how to do the work.

Sent me a book marked not for resale. Had tape all over it to cover that detail up. It did not come

with the code and it was listed as "New".

Very disappointing to not receive the access code ($97) for online accompanying lessons/tutorials.

NOT mentioned in the book's synopsis. Should have read all the reviews before purchasing. Buyer

beware.

This text is very good - easy to use and provides lots of good examples.However, I had a lot of

trouble with the MML code. I contacted Pearson and was told that  or any other reseller other than a

college bookstore is not permitted to sell the codes. The code I purchased from  (new, in

shrinkwrap) was not valid. Luckily, my school worked with me and helped me get a valid MML code,

but in the interim I fell behind in my coursework. Use caution!
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